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Before you start, check your kit and make sure you 
have the following: a pair of clog bottoms, two pairs 

of ankle straps, a pair of toe straps, a pair of buckles, a 
pair of straps for the buckle, and a string of decorative 

nails. 

The first step is to cover the platform bottom in preparation for making the bottom pattern. Begin with running a 
strip of masking tape down the center of the clog bottom. Run strips of masking tape horizontal across the clog 

bottom until it is completely covered. Tape will hang over the sides; don’t trim it yet. 

Next, stand on the clog bottom and mark on the strap where the edge of the platform is and mark on the 
platform where the straps go. Don’t trim your straps yet!
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Now it’s time to put together the ankle straps. First, 
make a pattern for the strap without any holes - this 

strap will have the buckle attached to it. To make the 
pattern, cut out a piece of paper the same width as 

your straps, measure down 1 1/2” from the end of what 
would be the strap, and make an opening for the 

buckle 5/8” long. 

The picture below and to the right illustrates how the 
buckle will fit into the strap.   

Use your pattern to mark where the opening goes on both straps and cute them out. Then wide skive the end of 
each strap. 
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Put double-side tape on the end of each ankle strap. 

Put the buckle through the slot and bend the end of the 
ankle strap in half, sticking it together. Then sew threw 
both layers of leather to secure the buckle in place. 
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The next step is to attach the buckle strap. This is 
where the ankle strap will tuck into. 1.) First, wide 
skive both ends of the strap. 2.) Then wrap the strap 
around the ankle strap that’s attached to the buckle and 
overlap the skived edges. 3.) Use an awl to punch two 
small holes through the back of the strap and the ankle 
strap with the buckle on it.

Next, you’ll handsew the strap to the ankle strap. The holes you punched with the awl earlier will now come in 
very handy! Use a sewing needle and similar colored thread to sew the straps together. To make a stronger 
stitch, double up your thread and then thread your needle. Make sure your knots stay on the backside of the 

strap! You’ll take care of them later. 
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Sew the ends of the strap together and pull the thread taught. Use a cigarette lighter to burn the knots where 
you started and stopped sewing. Trim the threads short and hold the flame up to the knot until the thread starts 

bubbling, then press it FLAT with your thumb. If you don’t press it flat, it will rub against your ankle and 
potentially cause a blister. 

Now you’re ready to measure the ankle straps! Just 
like with the toe straps, you’ll stand on the platform 
bottom and measure the ankle straps to your comfort 
and preference. Mark on the strap where the edge of 
the platform is, and mark where the straps go on the 

masking tape. 
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Check once more that all of your straps are the correct 
length then add 3/4” to the ends and trim them. You’ll 
need this allowance for when you nail on the straps. 

To make the platform bottom, first make sure all your 
strap placements are marked on the masking tape. 

Then mark the feather edge around the platform. Next, 
gently peel off the masking tape. Smooth this out onto 
a piece of poster board and trim it down to the feather 
edge. This makes a perfect bottom pattern that shows 
you exactly where you need to nail the straps. Put the 
pattern on the platform and use either a heat-erasable 
pen to mark where the straps go or score the platform 

with an awl. Flip the bottom pattern and make the 
same marks on the other platform. 
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Line up your straps where you want them and then use 
an awl to mark where you want each nail to go. Make 
sure you place them far enough apart, and that the awl 

hole goes through the leather and into the platform 
bottom.

Next, drill pilot holes into the platform bottom where 
you made your awl holes. Use a drill bit that is 

narrower than the diameter of the nails! 

After you drill your pilots holes, you’re ready to nail 
your straps on! Use a plain hammer or a pair of lasting 

pliers, line up your straps, and hammer away. 

Voila! You made a pair of sandals! 


